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Fig. S1. MBA design, layout, and operation. (A) The layout of the layers of the two layer MBA PDMS device showing the inlets, outlets, diffusive mixers, flow splitters, cell culture array and cell seeding ports. Coloured circles are shown for holes for vias (blue), inlet (green), outlet (red) and cell seeding (yellow). These are all punched with a 0.75 biopsy punch manually. (B) The two multilayers shown in assembly format with Layer 1 (red) below layer 2 (blue). (C) A typical experimental layout of a bioreactor with the column number and working concentrations of factor A, B and C. (D) The device under perfusion with various food dyes with inlet A, B and C loaded with blue, yellow and red dyes, respectively. Photo credit: N. Glass, University of Queensland Fig. S2 . Initial bioreactor seeding with PAX2 + cell population. (A). Differentiation protocol followed by the cells in the bioreactor experiment. Cells were seeded in culture well plates with conditioned media, bFGF and BME. Cells were then exposed to CHIR at 8 M for 2 days followed by 200 ng/mL of FGF9 in APEL media. (B) Two example wells from across a whole MBA stained for DNA (white), PAX2 (red) and ECAD (green). Here we can see GATA3 (green), WT1 (red), and ECAD (blue) staining clearly forming complex patterns. Fig. S4 . The process flow for the MBA image cytometry. Each well of each MBA was imaged using similar imaging settings and thresholds were set manually. Cells were then identified by the Hoechst DNA staining using cell profiler and algorithms were checked visually to ensure cell identification was satisfactory. Each cell was then scored based on GATA3, WT1 and ECAD staining. All cells were then normalized intensities were plotted to aid in selection of a threshold for positive and negative scoring for each stain per MBA. These values were then used to reanalyse the MBAs and classify each cell as positive or negative for a given stain. MATLAB was then used to group each cell into one of the following categories: SM (GATA3 + WT1 -ECAD -), MM (GATA3 -WT1 + ECAD -), UE (GATA3 + WT1 -ECAD + ), EDN (GATA3 -WT1 -ECAD + ), or EPN (GATA3 -WT1 + ECAD + ). Spatial images based on these scoring was also generated for visual inspection as well as confirmation of adequate gating. Total cell number of each phenotype per well were then used in performing the multivariate factorial analysis to generate main effects and Pareto charts. MBA sets (day 9, day 12, days 3 to 8, and  days 4 to 9) . Heat maps for the cell count and percentages of several cell phenotypical subpopulations for A) day 9 and day 12 MBA's and B) day 3-8 and day 4-9 MBA's. Each heat map scale corresponds to the MBA average () and standard deviation () as depicted on the right. N = 2 for day 9 and day 3-8 MBA's. N = 4 for day 12 and day 4-9 MBA's. Fig. S10 . Investigating the paracrine and autocrine effect in the MBAs. A) i) Immunofluorescence of select columns associated with the greatest influence on the MBA's result for the day 12 (100 and 200 ng/mL of FGF9) and day 4-9 MBA's (0.5M and 1 M of CHIR). ii) The corresponding cell classification map to these columns where with the phenotypes. B) i) Immunofluorescence of the first column's first well and last well of each MBA and ii) their associated cell classifications. C) i) An immunofluorescent scan of a full well of a 96 well plate, ii) a higher magnification within this plate and iii) the cell classification associated with this. For all images: immunofluorescence: GATA3 (green), WT1 (red), ECAD (blue) and DNA (white); cell classification cell types are UE (green blue), MM (red), EPN (blue red), EDN (blue) and SM (green).
